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Many small business entrepreneurs do not 
consider an investment in branding and 
communications design as a top priority. As such, 
they are missing out on an essential strategic tool 
that can help smaller enterprises compete in the 
national and international marketplace.

Protek Paint is a small paint manufacturing and 
retail business established in 1950. President and 
CEO, Randall Rogers currently leads the family 
business. Under his management, the business 
has grown by acquisition to include a group of 
related companies all dealing with colourants and 
coatings intended primarily for industrial 
applications. Among his wholly-owned holdings 
are the Protek Paint retail store in Toronto, 
Pyrologistix (developers and manufacturers of 
intumescent paint) and Microcolour Dispersions 
(dealing with industrial colour). Rogers also has 
part-ownership of Sky Coatings (manufacturer of 
Roxatone multicolour paint).

�e various enterprises within the Protek group 
of companies have each experienced success in 
their respective markets, but Rogers is clear that 
they remain small, individual players in markets 
where large international corporations carry the 
most weight. Economies of scale are not available 
to these smaller operations, so strategic selection 
of market opportunities combined with 
innovative product development have served to
position and protect each company from 
competitive forces. �e challenge in this case is to 
seek a brand management strategy that honours 
the unique capabilities of these individual 
companies and allows them to build market 
share based on their own strengths and the 
combined positioning power of the group.  

When the Design Advisory team met with 
Randall Rogers, he was contemplating how to 
connect this rapidly growing group of companies 

and to leverage the expertise and customer 
goodwill that the core business had built over 
time. 

After a design audit of the resources in the 
Protek-owned group of companies, the DAS 
team introduced Randall Rogers to one of 
Canada’s leading brand design companies, 
Shikatani LaCroix Design (SLD). �e SLD team led 
by President Jean-Pierre LaCroix, conducted 
further research on Protek in its competitor 
environment focused on a number of key factors: 

• Protek’s current image and strengths in the 
marketplace
• Strategic positioning for key competitors 
• Key drivers in the decision-making process for 
customers buying paint products
• Structure, technology, trade opportunities and 
future trends in the paint industry
• Environmental challenges and impacts

�e SLD team arranged for Rogers to participate 
in a brand management “deep dive” session at 
the design studio to explore the essence of the 
Protek brand and the company’s strategic 
resources. �e insights that emerged from this 
session could be leveraged in a future brand and 
communications strategy designed to promote 
more competitive positioning for the Protek 
group of companies at home and abroad.

�e research informed the development of a 
proposed branding platform for Protek that 
would leverage the key assets in the business and 
align and connect its various companies. �e 
brand team concluded that Protek has an 
opportunity to become more visible, and credible 
and to own a white space in its market sector 
currently not being met by competitors. 

The SLD team arranged for Rogers to participate in a brand 
management “deep dive” . The insights that emerged from this 
session could be leveraged in a future brand and communications 
positioning for the Protek group of companies at home and abroad.

�e recommendations of the SLD team were 
delivered to Protek in the form of a comprehen-
sive, illustrated report. �e report outlined next 
steps in the process of adopting an integrated 
brand management strategy. 

�e Design Advisory Service connects innovation-

focused SMEs to designers. �e program is operated by 

the Design Industry Advisory Committee and supported 

by NRC-IRAP.
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